ANIMAL WELFARE POLICY
OF
MYT NETHERLANDS PARENT B.V.

1. Purpose and Scope
The objective of this group policy is to place within MYT Netherlands Parent B.V. and its subsidiaries
(hereinafter jointly referred to as “Mytheresa”) a strong emphasis on its Environmental, Social,
Governance (ESG) strategy, and its commitment to improve the performance across all areas of the
business by identifying, refining and disclosing its practices in every dimension of ESG, including Animal
Welfare. This group policy is binding for all employees and the management.

2. Definitions
Term
Determined
materials/”fur
products”

Definitions
Products from animals raised solely for the use of their fur, including but
not limited to mink, fox, chinchilla, muskrat, rabbit, raccoon dog, sable and
karakul lamb, as well as fur products from wild animals, such as coyote and
beaver.

3. Obligation
Mytheresa will no longer offer fur products. In the same context, exotic skins from species including
but not limited to python, lizard, alligator, crocodile, ostrich, shark, kangaroo and stingray, have been
removed from the buy since Spring/Summer 2021 already.
Mytheresa will continue to sell products made from leather and “shearling” or “sheepskin”. We will
also allow the fur of cattle referred to as “calf hair” and “cowhide”. We will continue to sell products
made from synthetic, faux fur materials, and other traditional animal fabrics like cashmere, mohair,
down, wool, and silk.

4. Process
4.1 Process Overview
The company has made the decision to stop selling fur from Spring/Summer 2022 onwards, which
arrives as of November 2021, phasing out the existing inventory of previous seasons by the end of
2022. This policy applies to all Mytheresa operations including our stores. The policy has been
developed in collaboration with the Humane Society of the United States, and in accordance with the
guidelines of the international Fur Free Retailer program, an initiative of the Fur Free Alliance.
As part of this policy, and in line with the changing needs and ethical choices of our customers,
Mytheresa commits to continue to monitor animal welfare concerns associated with these materials.
We will also endure the work with our partners, promoting best practices and relying in innovation to
continuously seek more sustainable alternatives, fostering a positive impact towards a responsible
future.

